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This invention relates to negative glow lamps having "cold" or non-themionic electrodes of 
of the gaseous conduction type and, more particu- new desiSQ for replacing elt%trodes of defiigns 
larly, to an improved form in which the dis- previous4 used. In accordance with the embodi- 
charge occurs from all surfaces of the electrodes. ment illustrsted, I make the electrodes L-shaped 

The primary object of my invention, generally 8 or angular in Plan, with the portions of each 
gonsidered, is to produce glow lamps having elec- which meet s t  a vertex generally rectangular in 
trodes of angular or L form, and symmetrically shape, although the corners may be rounded if 
arranged with closely spaced vertices, so that they desired. The h p  is adapted to have the 
may be operated on ordinarg household power. c~lstomary series resistance, but all surfaces of 

Another object of my invention is to produce a PO both electrodes glow du- operation on alter- 
negative glow lamp in which the electrodes are nating current, rather than Just one surface of 
each formed of sheet metal, portions of which each electrode, 8s fn previob designs. The Pro- 
are angularly disposed with respect to each other, portion of height to width may be varied for dif- 
and the vertices of said electrodes being closely ferent inductive heating effects during manuiac- 
spaced to facilitate starting. . I6 ture and lighting effects in use. 

A further object of my invention is to provide By virtue of the construction, which will now 
a negative glow lamp with electrodes so shaped be described in detail, it is unnecessary to use any 
that the glow appears on all surfaces thereof, anti-glow material on the electrode surfaces and 
whereby no anti-glow material is necessary. on account ai the particular shape qnployed, the 

A still further object of my invention is to pro- m electrodes can be cut and formed at  momting. 
vide a negative glow lamp of the gaseous con- it being proposed to cut, form and weld in one 
duction type in which the fllling material is a operation. On account of the coflstruction 
rare gas such as neon a t  a pressure of about 35 whereby the glowing surfaces are adjacent, an  
millimeters. Bnherent low breek-down voltage is provided for. 

An additional object of my invention is to pro- 26 Because of the special electrode comtruction, an 
vide a negative glow lamp of the gaseous con- economldnn of material occurs and an inherently 
duction type comprising a pair of electrodes strong design is provided. 
formed with sheet metal portions extending Referring to the drawing in detail, like parts 
radially from approximately the lamp axis, and king desi~nated by like reference characters, and 
both surfaces of which are coated with electron- 50 first considering the embodiment illustrated in 
emission material. thereby economizing In tihe Figs. 1, 2 and 3, there is shown in Fig. 1 8 lamp 
use of material for a given amount of glow. ' 11 adapted for operation on household power of 

Another object of my invention is to provide a voltages say from 105 to 125. The lamp com- 
fluorescent lamp, in which the enclosing envelope prises an enclosing preferably substantially 
coated with fluorescent material, contains a pak 85 spherical envelope 12, based es bdicated a t  IS. 
of L-shaped electrodes with their vertices closely Although the base has contact prongs I4 and I9 
spaced and enClOSed in a rare gaseous fllUng. it will be understood that, if desired, the lamp 

Other objects and advantages of the inven- may be Provided with a conventional screw- 
tion will appear from the following detailed de- threaded base, or one of the well known "bayonet" 
scription or from a n  inspection of the accom- 40 eype. 
p~nsins drawing. The envelope enclases 8 mount 16, shown en- 

Referring to the scale drawing: llargad itl Rgs. 2 and 3, said mount involving rela- 
Mg. 1 is a perspective view of a lamp embody- tively widely-spsced preferab* straight lead-in 

ing my Invention. conductors I 7  and I8 extending through the press 
Mg. 2 is a perspective view on a larger scale of 48 I 8  of the flare tube 2 I, whim is joined to the bulb 

the mount of the lamp illustrated in Fig. 1. I2  in a conventional manner, and to which con- 
M e  3 is a plsrz sf the mount illustrated in nects a n  exhaust tube 22 communicating with the 

Fig. 2. bulb I2  through aperture 21). The upper or h e r  
Pig. 4 is a view corresponding to Fig. 2, but ends of the leads IT and I8 respectively support 

showing a modification. 60 electrodes 24 snd 26, as by being spot welded 
Fig. 5 is a chart showing tbe horizontal and thereto, preferably approximately midway be- 

vertical candlepower distribution from a one half tween a side edge and the vertex, ss indicated at 
watt lamp. embodying my invention, operated 20 and 21. 
base up. Each electrode, in the present embodiment, is 
The present application relates to a elow lamp 88 formed as a rectaagul& sheet of suitable metal, 



3 
such as nickel, iron, combinations thereof. or 
aluminum, benk a t  the middle so that each half 
is disposed at right angles to the other half, and 
so arranged in the finished mount that the ver- 
tices 28 and 29 thus provided are disposed close 
to one another to facilitate starting by allowing 
for a low break-down potential. The electrodes 
are desirably so arranged as illustrated, that ex- 
cept for the slight clearance therebetween at thehe 
vertices, there are approximately equal dihedral 
angular spaces between all of the electrode por- 
tions which project from the approximate axis 
of the lamp. 

In order to facilikate starting and improve op- 
eration, all surfaces of the electrodes are desir- 
ably coated with good electron emission material, 
an example of which is a mixture of the oxides 
of the alkaline earth metals, that is, barium, 
strontium and calcium. I n  order cto adapt the 
lamp for operation directly from a household 
voltage line, a resistor may be incorporated in 
the base in series with one of the leads, which re- 
sistor may be rt tiny ring of carbon-impregnated 
insulating material and encircling the exhaust 
tube or exhausting portion of the envelope, as 
illustrated for example, in the Morehead applica- 
tion, Ser. No. 509,350, filed November 8, 1943, and 
owned by the assignee of the present application. 

The envelope i 2 is desirably filled with a rare 
gas or mixture 01 rare gases, a preferred example 
being commercial neon a t  a pressure of about 35 
millimeters at 25" C. If desired, the inside of the 
envelope may be coated with fluorescent material 
thereby making a fluorescent lamp 

In  the embodiment of Fig. 4 the corners of 
the electrodes 248 and 2Sa are rounded off as in- 
dicated a t  88, the construction being otherwise 
identical. 

Lamps embodying my invention have beedmade 
in various sizes, from those nominally rated at 2 
watts to such of the 3/! watt rating. The former 
have had electrodes each constructed from a 
nickel sheet 5/8 inch x $4 inch, and .0l inch thick, 
formed as 90" L's, said plates having been hy- 
drogen-annealed for ten minutes at from 1065" 
to 1128" C. With such electrodes, the spacing be- 
tween their vertices was between -02 inch and -04 
inch. Electrudes for the '/z watt size lamw, 
which is the kind of lamp illustrated to scale Fn 
the patent drawing, have been made from nickel 
sheet % inch x 96 inch and .O1 inch thick, formed 
as 90' b's, said plates having then been hydrogen- 
annealed like the larger electrodes beforemen- 
tioned. The spacing between the vertices in this 
instance was from .015 inch to .03 inch. 

Electrodes for the % watt size lamps, have been 
made from nickel sheet & inch x inch and 
.O1 inch thick, were formed as 90" L's, and hy- 
drogen-annealed like the larger electrodes afore- 
mentioned. The spacing between the vertices in 
this instance was from .O1 inch to .03 inch. 

From the foregoing disclosure, it will be seen 
that I have Produced a glow lamp with simply- 
formed "cold" electrodes in which the light ra- 
diates subst&ntially uniformly from all sides, as 
well as from the end of the envelope. As the 
electrodes of my invention glow on all surfaces, 
for a give~wattage lamp having the same elec- 
trode area glowing, the electrode thickness can 
be twice as great with the same weight of elec- 
trode material. This results in more uniform in- 
duction treating and better glow characteristics 
than have heretofore been possible. 

It has been found that the light from the end. 
or that projected axially from the lamp, is a t  

least as great as that from the end of conventional 
lamps with circular or semi-circular electrodes. 
This is valuable because my lamp can thus be 
used as an indicator where end-on lignt is im- 

6 portant. As the electrodes of my lamp are gen- 
erally rectangular, they are much easier to form 
than other shapes and involve an economy of 
material. 

I n  order to illustrate the light distribution typi- 
PO cal of lamps embodying my invention, ]Figure 5 

has been shown reproducing the results of pho- 
tometer readings on a lamp of the W watt size op- 
erated base up and embodying my invention as 
illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. From a considera- 

18 tion of this dgure, i t  will be seen that the light 
distribution horizoiitally is fairly constant, the 
maximum candle power variation being less than 
48% from the minimum. I t  will also be seen 
that the maximum horizontal light occurs ap- 

20 proximately in the radial planes of the elwtrode 
wings and the minimum occurs approximately 
midway between,the electrodes. As for the verti- 
cal light distribution, it will be seen that the 
maximum occurs axially away from the base md 

26 that there is a considerable amount of light 
thrown in the general direction of the base, as 
distinguished Prom previously constructed Imps 
in which the light directed beyond the horizontal 
median plane and in the general direction of the 

30 base is almost negligible. 
It is proposed to provide equipment that will 

coat, form and spot weld these electrodes a t  
mounting from rolls of ribbon, in much the same 
way that nickel L's are formed, cut, and weld- 

35 a from rolls of nickel wire for automobile head- 
light stems. This is possible because of the elim- 
ination of the anti-glow getter and the accom- 
panying hydrogen firing, the mount-forming op- 
eration, and the expensive punching-drawing 

4o dies used at present to produce the odd-shaped 
electrodes of current designs. 

When fluores~ent material is applied to the 
bulb, uniform fluorescent light is produced due 
to  the symmetrical geometry of the electrodes and 

"ulb. s3' 

Although preferred embodiments have been il- 
lustrated, it will be understood that modiflca- 
tions may be made within the spirit and scope 
of the appended claims. " o claim: I 

1. A negative glow lamp of the gaseous con- 
duction type comprising an  enclosing envelope, 
and a pair of "cold" electrodes therein to func- 
tion as cathode and anode, each electrode having 

G5 right-angularly-related rectangular portions 
meeting a t  a vertex, said electrodes being sym- 
metrically arranged and the vertices thereof 
closely spaced to facilitate starting. 

oo 2. A negative glow lamp of the gaseous con- 
duction type comprising an enclosing envelope, 
and a pair of "cold" electrodes therein to func- 
tion as cathode and anode, each electrode being 
L-shaped in plan, symmetrically arranged, and 

05 having their vertices closely spaced to one an- 
other so that they present an arrangement + 
shape in plan. 

3. A negative glow lamp of the gaseous con- 
duction type comprising an  enclosing envelope, 

70 and a pair of non-thermionic electrodes therein, 
said electrodes being formed as flat rectangular 
surfaces extending radially from the approximate 
axis of said lamp and defining four approximately 
equal dihedral angles therebetween so as to dis- 

76 tribute light with comparative uniformity, 'por- 
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&ions of aaid electrodes being sgaced ad- midway of the sides, 80 as to hold said electrode 
Jacent %id axis to facilitate starting. with the connected fmes substantially co-planar 

4. A negative glow lamp of the gaseous con- and parellel, with the corresponding faces of the 
duction type comprising m enclosing generally other flat plate portions simi1ar;ly related and 
spherical envelope, and s, ipair of non-themionic 6 approximately normal to said press, and dec- 
electrodes therein to function as cathode and tron-'emission material on all surfaces of said 
ande ,  each electrode having right-angularly- electrodes, whereby when operated the glow 
related generally rectarnular portions meeting at therefrom is quite uniformly distributed whether 
~b verkx, the vertices of said electrodes being viewed axiauy toward the free edges of said elec- 
clmdy spaced to facilitate starting, said elec- 10 trodes,orfrom aside.' 
trodes being symmetrically arranged to deflne 8. A negative glow lamp of the gaseous con- 
four apixoximately equal dihedral angles between duction type comprising an emlasing envelope, a 
said generally rectangular portions, and the cor- pair of electrodes therein to function as cathode 
wens of said rectangular p0r'biOnS remote from and anode, each electrode being formed from 
said vertices being munded. 15 sheet metal about % inch by % inch by about 

5. A negative glow lamp of the !zaseoUs con- .Ol inch thick and bent to a 90° 8,  the vertices 
duction, type comprising an enclusing envelow, of said electrodes being disposed clma together 
and s pair of non-therrnionic electrodes therein to facilitate starting, and leads s~apportiaag each 
$0 farnctlon as cathode end anode, each electrode electrode with its vertex generally parallel to 
comprising a pair of sheet m?tal PO~ions ex- 20 the lamp axis, each lead connectd to one Pace of 
tending at  an awle to one another and meeting a fiat plate portion of its electrode at the adjacent 
at  a vertex, said electrodes being symmetrically edge and intermediate the ddes thereof, so as 
arranged so that the sheet met81 portions define to hold said electrodes with the colaneckd faces 
four approximately equd dihedral angles, all sur- su&mtjally co-plamr and garallel, with the 
faces of said electrodes being coated with elec- 25 corresponding faces d the other flat plate por- 
tron-emission mabrlal, and their vertices being tiom similarly related, whereby when operated 
ckx&y spaced to facilitate starting. the glow therefrom is guib uniformly distributed. 

6. A fluorescent lamp comprising a generally 9. A fluorescent negative glow lamp of the gas- 
spherical envelope enclosing ionizable gas and eous conduction type, comprising a generally 
cwkd interiorly with fluorescent material, and 8D sphedcal enclosing envelope, fiu~rescen~ material 
a pair of electrodes therelna to fmction as cathode on the inner surface thereof, a pair of pon-ther- 
and anode, each electrode having right-angu- mionic electrodes therein to function as cathode 
Iarly-related portions meeting at  a vertex, said and mode, each electrode comprising a pair of 
electmdes being symmetrically arranged to ob- right-angularly-relah? generally rectangular 
t a b  a relatively uniform glow therefrom, the 85 fiat plate portions meeting at a vertex, the ver- 
vertices of said electrodes being closely spaced to tiws of sdd  electrodes k ing  disposed close to- 
facilitate starting. gether to facilitate starpfng. and means support- 

?. A negative glow ]Lamp of the gaseous con- ing said &&rode$ i ~ a k l  ~Iv@~oP@ comprising 
duction type cornpsising an  enclosing envelope, a We terminating @ a pri?~~, a Pair of generally 
s pair of electrodes thesdn bIJ function as cathode 40 straight mlatively-widely-swced Pea& project- 
and anode, each electrode having a pair of right- ing from said press rand each supporting an elec- 
angularly-related geareralb rectangular flat plate trode with its vertex I I fn~ne raUy  parallel to the 
portions meeting at  a vertex, the vertices of said lamp axis, each lead being connected bIJ one face of 
electrodes being disposed close together to facfli- a flat plate portion of its electrode a ~ ~ , p r o % h a t e l ~  
We starting, and means supporting said elec- 45 midway of the sides, thereby holding said edc- 
trodles in a i d  envelope comprising a flare ter- trodes with the connected hces substaatially co- 
mlnaefig in a press, a generally straight lead planar and paralld, with the corremonding faces 
mdecting from said press and supporting each of the other flat plate portion8 similarly related 
elwtrode with its vertex line generally parallel and approximately normal to said press, and elec- 
to the lamp axis, each ]lead being relatively- 60 tron-emission material on all surfaces of said 
widely-smeed from the other bad  and connect- elecbodes. 
ed %Q one face of a fiat plate portion of its elec- WALTER E. CARPENTZFt. 
M e ,  at the adJaoent edge and approximately 


